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The New Age of Erotic Freedom—Part 2 of 2
A growing interest in sacred sexuality is driving a new sexual revolution.
Start living universal sexual freedom—because you love yourself,
you love others, and you love our planet.
When we dispassionately examine the legacy of “pagan” traditions of sacred sex,
including a large range of folk traditions that were codified into modern Wicca
about the same time as Crowley’s “high magick” was being formulated, we see that
it has become increasingly possible to understand and compare systems, so that,
once all is “revealed”, what is True becomes the basis for a practical, effective
approach to human sex magick.
And that is the subject of the remainder of this presentation. I will present to you
the true purpose of sex magick, the mechanism by which it is effective, the forces
and experiences involved, and the results you can expect to achieve. I do not base
this discussion on any particular cult’s concept of magick. Rather, I emphasize
what is common to all and ignore the innumerable details that differ from one
community of practice to another.
As I disclose these concepts, I know you will find a resonance with Truth in your
heart as you realize these are truths you have always known, but have probably
been told were false. Today, we will place these intuitive truths in a conceptual
framework that explains how they are true and how this truth can be used, with
Love, to change the world, to power a revolution of freedom.
Let’s start by examining the purpose of true magic. The purpose of true magic is to
enable the physical body, the thinking mind, and the feeling spirit to become
unified in Love so that the individual will may be dedicated to True service.
This may not be at all what you thought. In particular, many people believe the
purpose of magic is to gain some kind of transphysical, psychic, or supernatural
power over people or things to evoke desired phenomena or uncover knowledge.
Many people will also tell you that, to be properly initiated into the true secrets of
magic, which are sexual in nature, you must first master a number of psychic skills
at least at the level of performance, if not genuine experience. Of course, the
acolyte hopes for mastery of a real power, not mere theatre, though theatrical sex
rituals can have a profound emotional effect, even if they cannot give you the
power of, say, telekinesis.
It is reasonable to bypass all these initial activities, because the real thing, if you are
willing to accept it for what it is, is quite easy to evoke and becomes selfreinforcing so that personal development occurs readily whenever one takes True
action based on Love. It has truly been said, “…and all these things shall be added
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unto you.” Once we truly embrace the path of destiny unfolding before us, we live
in the joy of Love and we are unified with the plan of the universe. We do not need
to practice clairvoyance, we will simply know what we need to know and be
where we need to be when it is time for ideal action, without elaborate efforts on
our part.
So the real purpose of sex magic is to teach your personality how to integrate your
feeling, thinking, and acting behaviors to satisfy the desire of Love—to serve others
in Truth. As you do this you progressively become aware of the presence of Truth
and Love as active realities within your inner world of life planning and
experience. In time, you learn to find your better self reflected within and you are
able to interact in a conversational manner. This state has been termed by the high
magicians, “Knowledge and Conversation of the Holy Guardian Angel.”
A more accurate and less speculative description might be “psychic contact with
active Truth in the human mind, leading to enlightened service to Love.” It seems
to me that this would be an excellent state of being, so how do we get there?
Love is not merely desire, Love is the desire to do good. Specifically, Love is the
desire to do good to others.
The primary physical act of sex magic is the induction of orgasm. In erotic foreplay,
consciousness is raised to a state of physical, psychic, and superconscious desire,
which is satisfied by orgasm, in which the power of Truth, penetrating all levels of
personal being simultaneously, puts all our senses momentarily in touch with the
central power of universal Love.
It has been commonplace to dismiss such simple and basic exaltation as the
satisfaction of “mere lust”, but that is quite incorrect. When the physical energies of
sex are consciously focused into a clearly formulated desire, that desire is
achieved, assuming it is possible and permitted, if it accords with the planned
action of Love. What you desire and Love wills IS.
So what is it appropriate to desire with all one’s being at the moment of orgasm? It
must be something that is readily achievable by transformation of your inner
superconscious state and in accordance with the universal plan. Physical
phenomena do not fall in this category, unless triggered by other requirements. But
this is not the case when the desire is for personal growth, enlightenment in solving
problems, better understanding of the plan of Love, and similar inner values that
can be dynamically and immediately enhanced by the powers unleashed in
ecstatic love.
When you experience a sexual climax, the energy is primarily released into your
own consciousness and is primarily effective for its development and progressive
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awareness. You will lose nothing of the experience and will likely feel it subtly
enhanced by proceeding with such dedication of desire and purpose.
When you bring a partner to climax, you experience both an energetic rebound
from their climax and the satisfaction of giving the most basic form of personal
service to your partner, the most fundamental type of interpersonal love, on which
all else depends. In interactions where stimulation and even orgasm may be
mutual, you know that the experience of the exchange of physical love inspires
both partners to higher understandings and better actions based on inner personal
development by the power of Love.
Both children and adults need to learn and understand the true joys of will-focused
masturbation as the foundation for individual personal development and for
transitioning such physical/psychic practices to mutual and reciprocal interactions
with a partner.
This entire process works to uplift body, mind, and spirit by harnessing the power
of desire to unite all levels of action-enabling decision making in a common choice
of action to satisfy Love through the insight of Truth. You know the Truth and the
Truth gives you the freedom and confidence to choose right action to satisfy the
desires of Love. And this principle, so obviously effective in the physically erotic,
extends to the psychic and higher empathic and superconscious levels, when we so
choose and truly desire.
If you will honestly view and undertake your personal erotic adventures, whatever
they may be, in the service of your personal quest for understanding and
enlightenment, you will unquestionably find what you truly desire. This does not
mean you will automatically get what you want. Not at all. You get what you need,
not what you want. If you don’t know what to do with it to address your need, keep
trying for understanding. Have more sex. You’ll figure it out if you are scrupulously
honest with yourself, or at least open to giving up wrong thinking.
The process I have outlined for self-initiation is the fastest, most effective way to
begin the transition from an evolutionary human to a revolutionary transhuman
consciousness of reality and your place in it. Only from such a personal
transformation can true happiness emerge, and each person who makes this
personal transformation becomes a focus for explaining the value and utility of this
amazing gift for the living of a happy life to others. As a visibly happy person,
people are drawn to you to understand the source of your happiness.
In closing, let me offer a few thoughts and suggestions.
If you will truly and honestly seek to understand in this way, including the ability to
use this tool to augment understanding, it will happen. You will understand.
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If you tell others about these simple truths, they will recognize them just as you
have during this talk and join you in their exploration.
Our task is thus twofold—to build our own grasp of living Truth and Love and to
help or seduce all humanity to desire and achieve a similar grasp. And we are able
to do this because at last we understand that the most basic desires of the human
constitution are active gifts of Love that guarantee personal happiness to all who
will act for Love in the light of Truth.
Our destinies resonate with two great mandates, given almost 19 centuries apart:
Love one another as I love you
Serve one another as I serve you
By this will all know we are lovers
Love is the Masterplan
Love is satisfied by Truth
Love through Truth is the whole Masterplan
Today, I am privileged to present to you a final, completion and clarified and
updated restatement of the entire Law, as it applies to all levels of reality:
Worship Love
Live Truth
Do Good
Make Beauty
This is the true essence of the Masterplan. Everything that is done is done by these
truths and without them is nothing done.
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